
Editing Spec Fic, YA, & Sweet Romance for

Indie Authors 
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I help writers discover the joy of the 

revision process through sentence-level 

editing that elevates each story while 

maintaining the author's distinct style and 

voice. I bring a bit of editing magic and a 

fine eye for detail to every project, and I 

love helping authors create enchanting 

stories that will keep their readers coming 

back for more.

Hi, I'm Sarah!
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It's been my pleasure to work with independent authors from all over the world. My

credits include working with 30+ independently published  spec fic, creative

nonfiction, and romance authors, as well as 50+ general fiction, spec fic, and

historical fiction novels published in the public domain through Project Gutenberg.

Seven years of teaching helped immerse me in an awareness of the current trends in

best-selling commercial fiction. Proofread Anywhere and the Editorial Freelancers

Association gave me the hard skills in proofreading, copyediting, and line editing

needed to support today's writers and authors. Bottom line: I love cheering on and

supporting authors on their way to publication day.

Editor & Proofreader
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High fantasy

Romantic fantasy

Gothic fiction

Dystopia/Apocalyptic

Science fiction

Heroic fantasy

Alternate history

Historical fantasy

Steampunk

Magical realism

Areas of Expertise
Christian lit

Historical fiction

Middle grade

Chapter book series

Contemporary fiction

Historical romance

Literary fiction

YA

Sweet romance



Line- and copyediting

This combined sentence level edit focuses on: clarity, flow, 

pacing, grammar, word choice, spelling, hyphenation, 

formatting, punctuation, capitalization, tenses, point of 

view, repetition/wordiness, and more. Includes a 

personalized style sheet. Ask about complimentary look- 

over

Investment: Starting at $18/1,000 words.

Minimum - $50*
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Services

Proofreading

This final stage of editing focuses on: typos, 

grammar and spelling mistakes, hyphenation, 

formatting consistency, punctuation, and 

capitalization. Includes a personalized style sheet.

Investment: Starting at $8/1,000 words. 

Minimum - $40*

All services begin with a manuscript review. The manuscript review is a full read through of your manuscript from beginning 

to end with comments and an editorial feedback letter that highlights what's working well with the manuscript and what 

areas of revision you'll need to address before the manuscript is ready for publication. The review will also provide 

suggestions for what level of editing will be appropriate for your manuscript—developmental, line- and copyediting, or 

proofreading—so that you know what level of investment you're likely looking at in the editing process. From there, we'll 

build an editorial service package that best fits your needs.  



The editing process

Are you ready for sentence level edits from a professional editor?

Send a Sample

Book Editing 

Review Edits

Revise 

Quality Check

Ready to book? Fill 

out the contact form 

to start the 

manuscript review.

Following the 

review, I provide a 

quote and timeline. 

You'll send payment 

to book.

You'll receive your 

manuscript with 

editing suggestions.

Take your time to 

make revisions to 

your manuscript.

Proceed with 

proofreading 

service.
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"I am in the process of writing and publishing my first

children’s book. There is so much to learn, and I wasn’t

sure who I was going to hire to edit my very first

manuscript. Right away, I felt that I could trust Sarah and

that her approach was very professional. She provides

security in the way documents are shared; she gave very

good feedback and listened to my concerns. From the

contract to the feedback provided, I felt like she was in it

with me and was genuine. Having Sarah as my editor

made me feel like we were on the same page. I almost

mentioned something about my manuscript before sending

it to her but wanted to get her feedback without any

suggestions. When she sent me her comments, she

recommended what I had been thinking about." 

- Rebecca R., Children's book writer

Client Testimonials
"I was in need of an experienced and objective eye to look

at continuity, structure, flow, and literary correctness.

Sarah's tone and style made her very approachable and

instilled confidence immediately. Her utterly transparent,

direct, caring, and professional approach, while capturing

the heart and soul of the book helped me find my written

voice and kept the flow and tone while tidying up my

inexperienced grammar and the like. Sarah demonstrated

she had an incredibly personal touch with obvious skill. She

was also clear about what she couldn't or shouldn't do

while playing to her strengths. She was honest, direct,

sensitive, and highly engaged from the get-go.The whole

process of tweaking and editing has given me both new

vision and greater confidence for book number two."

- David L., Creative nonficiton writer
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"Sarah's work was excellent… 

thorough, detailed"

- Mindy Roll

Playwright

"Sarah's work was very thorough....Her 

delivery was punctual, too."

- Caroline Haro,

Writer and Blogger

"Sarah was great to work with and got 

the job done quickly. Thank you!"

- Marius H. Visser, 

Fantasy author
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"I was very impressed by your edits! 

Thank you so much for tackling this!"

- Layne Henley, 

Kindle Vella author
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Learn more and fill out the contact form at 

www.sarahfraps.com to get started or reach out at 

info@sarahfraps.com.

 

I would love to hear from you!

Get in touch -
Let's get your story out 

into the world!

@sarahfraps @sarahfraps @sarahfrapseditorial @sarahfrapseditorial


